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ABSTRACT

From China to Chinoiserie, the example of the Chinese fan trade and its legacy

In 1700, the first French vessel to have made the voyage to China, the Amphitrite, 
returned to the bay of Lorient with its precious cargo from China. Among them were 
fans and fan leaves. The sale of the goods in Nantes was crowned with success.  
The arrival in the kingdom of numerous foreign and competitive Chinese goods, very 
little taxed and whose production sometimes was still rather unknow, led immediately 
to a complaint from the fan makers, table makers, cabinet makers and earthenware 
makers. Nevertheless, goods from China continued to be imported and the East India 
Company regularly traded in Chinese fans until the early 1740’s. It then left the trade  
to the crews as part of their “ package “. These small objects, made of lacquer, mother-
of-pearl, tortoiseshell or ivory, have all the characteristics of commissioned objects 
made in China for export to Europe.

To celebrate the success of the Amphitrite, a Chinese ball was held in Versailles. 
Echoing the friendship that the Sun King, Louis XIV, declared to the Son of Heaven,  
the emperor Kangxi, writers and artists celebrate China in their creations. Far Eastern 
motifs: pagodas, Chinese, dragons, etc., adorned French silk and ceramics productions 
and animated vast decorative programmes. Following in the footsteps of artists, 
craftsmen took over production, offering objects imitating products imported from 
the Middle Kingdom. In the 1720s and 1730s, these decorations took on a whimsical 
appearance in a desire for amusement, surprise and bizarre, which dominated the 
rococo aesthetic and gave rise to the “chinoiseries”. They in turn blossomed on the 



fans created in France. The Compagnie des Indes provided the raw material from 
China: mother-of-pearl, lacquer leaf and even lacquer sticks. The fan makers thus 
created hybrid fans mixing exotic materials, Martin varnish and leaves decorated  
with chinoiserie.  

Did the elegant women of the kingdom who wore these fans in their finery were  
aware that these small, totally superfluous luxury objects were the embodiment  
of globalisation?
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